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                                 Abstract

  Eigen-space Mehod  based on  Class-features (EMC), a  variant  of  Multiple Discriminant Analysis (MDA),
has been  proposed  and  applied  for automatic  facial expression  recognition.  Although  EMC  was  reported  to

outperform  MDA  in Ref. [1][2], no  mathematical  explanations  for the difference of  performance  have  been

given. In the  present paper, we  will  first refomualte  MDA  and  EMC  based on  a  new  model  of  Maximum  Log

Likeliheod (MLL) estimation.  By  using  this  model,  we  will  explain  from  the perspective of  statistical  inference

that the  difference of  the  underlying  mechanism  locates in that EMC  is a  variant  of  MDA  with  lower  degree
of freedom  by  assuming  the  covariance  to  be  sphered  in all  directions. A  thorough  comparison  between  EMC

and  MDA  in robust  recognition  of  facial expressions  will  also be made  to verify  our  conclusion  that EMC
outperforms  MDA  because it is mere  robust  against  over-fitting  due  to its lower degree of  freedom.

1 Introduction
  MDA  is an  extension  of  Fisher discriminant analysis  [3] to the multi-class  case,  which  tries to maximize  the
discrimination aJnong  multiple  clusters.  Due  to  the simplicity  of  its implementation  and  clear  physical meaning,

MDA  has been widely  used  in the literature of pattern recognition,  which  also  includes flrcial expression

recognition  [4].
  Various improvements  have been proposed  to further enhance  the performance  of MDA  in pattern recog-

nition.  Beside improvements  that  focus on  combining  MDA  and  other  methods,  two  important  enhancements

are  EMC  [1][2] and  Heteroscedastie Discriminant  Analysis(HDA)  [5] , It is shown  that HDA  was  more  effective

than  MDA  in speech  recognition  and  text  recognition,  while  EMC  was  proposed  for facial expression  recogni-

tion and  was  verified  to outperform  MDA  in recognition  rate  without  a  mathematical  analysis  on  the reason.

[1][2] We  will  focus on  the comparison  of  performance  between  EMC  and  MDA  in facial expression  recognition

in the present  paper.

  If we  put these  methods  in the framework statistical  inference  for deep consideration,  we  could  rnake  further
mathematical  explanations  for the difference of  MDA  and  EMC.  By  using  MLL  estimation,  it is easy  to show

that MDA  assumes  that all clusters  have the same  covariance  [6]. Therefore, most  improvements  are  motivated

by  loosing or  strengthening  the  constraint  on  the  covariance.  HDA  was  derived by removing  the  constraint  of

same  covariance  on  al1 clusters,  In contrast,  We  will  show  that  EMC  assumes  sphered  covariance  fbr all  clusters,

which  is thus  a  discriminant model  with  less degree of  freedom than  MDA,  Fbr facial expression  recognition

and  similar  tasks  where  the  size  of  samples  is much  smaller  than  data  dimensionality, over-fitting  might  occur

due  to the 
'icurse

 of  dimensionality" [7]. A  model  with  less degree of  freedom than  MDA  might  be more  robust

against  over-fitting  while  HDA  with  higher degree of  freedom  might  be  weak  in over-fitting.

  In the present  thesis, we  will  deep  into the comparison  between MDA  and  EMC,  give  a mathematical

analysis  en  their difference and  make  a  thorough  investigation on  their relative  performance  in facial expression

recognition.  The paper  is organized  as  follows: in Section 2, we  will first derive MDA  and  EMC  and  compare

their characteristics  in a  mathematical  way.  In Section 3, a  thorough  comparison  of  performance  between  MDA

and  EMC  on  lacial expression  recognition  will  be made.  Finally, we  conclude  the present paper,

2 MDA  and  EMC  in Facial Expression Recognition
2.1 Eacial Expression  Recognition by MDA  or  EMC
  Given  an  matrix  of  N  observed  dataY  =  [y.jn =  1,･･･,Nl  with  yn  =  [yndld =  1,･･･,D]T  be a  D-
dimensional  vector  from raster-scanned  image, we  are  trying  to  recover  the  hidden  factors S =  [s.ln =

1,･･･ ,Nl  by  projecting  observed  data  into a  matrix  of  Q  bases W  =  [w,iq =  1,･･･ ,Qi  which  is obtained

under  a  specified  criterion,  i.e., s.  =:  WTy..  Without  loss of  generality, we  assume  that  all  observed  data  are

mean-centered,  i.e., Z.yn =  O. As  a  supervised  method,  the  true class  labels of  all training data  are  known.

W ℃ assume  that  all  observed  data  {yn} are  from  K  classes,  and  Z=[znlzn  E  {1,･･- ,K},n  E  {1,･･･ ,N}]

represents  the labelling of samples.  We  let Nk  =  E].6x.,k be  the number  of samples  in class k, which  also
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satisfies  EhAJ)e =  N.

6a,b ={
  1,a=b

  O,afb (1)

is the  Kronecker  delta functien. Let Y  ==  [Y.ln E  {1, ･ - ･ ,N}]  be the matrix  by putting  all  testing images into
different columns,  and  let･ N  be the number  of  samples  in the testing set. We  define their true classified labels
as Z =  {7n E {1, - ･ - , K}ln  E {1, ･ ･ ･ , N}},  and  define a  recognitioll  rate  as

                              rc=lil-}E62.,zA･  (2)
                                     n

2:  is the estimated  label value  which  belengs to  the  class  whose  center  is the closest  to the current  feature
vector,  Le,,

                            z;  :=  argminDCg.,WTy,)  (3)
                                 k

and  g. =  WTY..  Yk =  E,N･=i 6..,ky.11Vk is the mean  of  training samples  belonging to class  ic. P(s., sb)  is a
distance function between  two  feature vectors,  and  can  be  defined in various  ways.

  A  kernel problem  is to estimate  the optimal  matrix  W  that maximizes  the ability  of  features in class

discrimination. In MDA,  W  is optimized  by  solving  a  generalized eigen  problem,  i.e., ASwW  =  SBW,  while

in EMC,  the  bases are  recovered  by  solving  AW  =  (SB -  Sw  )W. where  SB  and  Sw  are  the  between-class and
within-class  scatter  matrices,  defined by  Eq.(5).

                        SE=Xf2N,(y,-y)(y,-y)T,  (4)
                              h

                       Sw=ilf £ 6t.,k(yn-Yk)(yn-Yk}T･  (s)
                              nk

A  block diagram  for appearance  based recognition  of  facial expression  by  using  MDA  or  EMC  is shown  in
Fig.1. 0ur reeognition  system  is divided into two  phases, i.e., a  training  phase  and  a  testing  phase. In training

phase, we  calcuate  scatter  matrics  and  recover  de-mixing  bases from  the  training  data. In the  running  phase,
all  testing  images  will  be  projeeted into  the space  spanned  by  the de-mixing  bases. The  projected data  will  be
used  as  a  feature to make  classification  by  using  the  criterion  defined in Eq. 3.

------

 Training
 Phase

PrOjectprejectedData-aassify
TestinelmageY.

gn=:WTy.

EsimatedLabe[Valve

z;==argmin1)(sN.,Wr'y,)
k

Fig. 1

----Running

 Phase

Block Diagram  fbr Appearance  based Reeognition with  EMCIMDA.

2.2 MLL  Derivation  of  MDA  and  EMC
  We  assume  that all  data  from  K  clusters  are  distributed as  K  normal  distribution, i.e.,

P(YIZ)=  ll ll
  nk{exp[-(y.

 -  ILk)Txk-i(yn -

It is

(2T)D121Ete1i12

easy  to  derive optimal  estimation  for pak and  £ k as

pak)l21
 }5zn 

,le

SSk =:  Z6z.,kYn,!IVk7
       n

£ ic ==  £ tizn,k(Yn-Pk)(yn-ptic)TINk.
       TZ

(6)

(7)

(8)

We  fbrm  a  full rank  set  WF  with  D  bases, with  its topmest  C[} cemponents  taking from  W,  i.e., WF  =

[wqlq E  {1,･･･ ,D}].  Unit length and  orthogality  are  assumed  to those  bases, i.e., lwql =  1,wpTwe  =  6p,q,
Let an  ==  E]9=i snqwq  be the reconstructed  data from estimated  factors, we  have  the relationship  as  a.  =

y"  
-
 Z)S)--Q+isnqwq. We  take  a  model  for discriminant analysis  which  is different from  that  in Ref.[5]. In

Ref.[5], in order  to show  that  classification  infoTmation is only  included in W,  they assumed  data extracted
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by  the topmost  Q components  of  WF  to be cluster-wise  distributed, and  let data  obtained  from  other  D  -  Q
components  be distributed on  one  normal  distribution. We  assume  that  the  reconstructed  data should  satisfy

cluster-wise  Gaussian distribution as  well  as  the original  observed  data. In other  words,  data  extracted  by  W
maintain  the  majority  of  classification  information. Accordingly, we  derive the  log-likelihood for the  recovered

data A=  {a. ln E  {1, ･･･ ,N}  as

         L =  logP(AIY,Z)

            =  iog lll[ IJ {eXP[-("" (g:)k.)!T,7£

M,ia(,ann

 
-

 
pk)!2]

 }
6i"'k

            ..  -z6..,,  
(a"

 
-
 
l`le)T£

2k-'(a"
 
M
 
lik)

 - 
IV;!

 log(27F) -E6..,k  li log lXk[. (9)
                nk  nk

We  maximize  the  above  log-Iikelihood by  minimizing  the  criterion  fbr W  which  is defined as

           Lw  =  E6z..k (an ' ptk)T£ k-i(an  - pk)
                  nk

                            D D

               =  Z6z.,Kyn- E  snqwq-pk)T £ k'1(yn'  2  sngwgmpk)･  (10)
                  nk  q=Q+1  g=Q+1

2･2･1  EMC:  Zk ==  diag{a2,･･･  ,o2}

  For  a  simple  case,  we  assume  an  equal  and  diagonal covariance  for all  clusters.

equal  variances  in the direction of  all  axes,  i.e., £ k =  diag{ff2,･ - - ,a2},  we  have

                       D

 EMCL.
 =zq=

 z+1
2q=z+i

£
q=Q+i

£
q=Q+1

FtJrthermore, we  assume

{E  6zn,k[sZg m 2(yn - ptk)T(snqwq)]}
 nk

wqT{E  6z.,k(mynynT  +  2yn  pa:)}wg
   nk

wgT{Z  6z.,k(ptkpa: - (yn - pak)(yn ' "le)T)}wq
   nk

w;(SB  -  Sw  )wq.

Optimizing  LaMC  under  constraints  using  a  Lagrange  multiplier  A, we  have

                         O =  o:l,{Lce"C-A(w,Twg-1)}

                           =  (SB - Sw  )Wg r  AWq,

                     =>XWq  =  (SB-SW)Wg7

which  means  that  {wq} are  eigen-vectors  of  SB -  Sw. In orderto  minimize  L
correspond  to the smallest  D  -  Q  eigen-values.

XMc

(11)

               (12)
               (13)

,those  bases dropped shouid

2.22  MDA:  Zic ..  £

  In MDA,  we  assume  equal  covariance  for all  components,  i.e,, Xk =  £ ,

for E  as

                   E  =  E  6i.,k (yn -  pk)(ytz -  iik)TllV =  Sw  .
                      nk

Since £  is symmetrical  and  positive-definite, we  have £  =  Xi12£ i12

                 £ w  =  £  6z.,k[Z-1/2(an m ltk)]T[Z-112(a. 
-
 pLle)].

                     nte

If we  let a.  =  X-i12a., nk =:  £
-i12"k,

 Y. =:  £
-if2y.,

 we  use  the same  method  in EMC  to derive

                             D

                   Lort;DA =  £  w:z-if2(SB-Sw) £
-if2wq

                           q=Q+1

                                -485-
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Optimizing  L{tt;DA under  constraints  usirLg  the  Lagrange  multiplier  A, we  have

                          o=  
O

                                   {L"wtDA -  x(w:w,  - 1)}
                                awq

                             =  £
-tf2(SB-Sw)E-1/2wqrAwq,

                   =>  (A + 1)wq  =  S{TJI 
12

 SB SJ-l f2 wg,

which  means  that  {w,} are  eigen-vectors  of  SWif?SBSE/if2, which  is equivalent  to MDA.

minimize  LtVtDA, those bases dropped should  correspond  to the smallest  D  -  Q  eigen-values.

(17)(18)

Furthermore,  to

2.3 MDA  vs.  EMC
  Frorn t･he above  rnodels,  we  know  MDA  has a  higher degree ef  freedom  than  EMC  in modelling  data,

In Fig.2, we  show  the detailed modelling  of  MDA  and  EMC,  i.e., MDA  assumes  normal  distribution for ail
clusters  with  same  covariance  and  different mean  while  EMC  assumes  sarne  and  sphered  covariance  for all

clusters.  Basically, MDA  should  provide a  better fitting for given training data because of its higher degree
of freedom. However,  due  to the 

"curse
 of  dimensionaiity", over-fitting  rnight  occur  during the training on

facial images, as  what  we  will  show  in next  section.  A  model  with  lower degree of  freedom should  be more

robust  against  overfitting  in facial expression  recognition,  where  EMC  might  outperform  MDA  as  suggested

by  Ref.[1][21. This  will  be a  major  topic we  will  discuss in the present paper.
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Fig. 2 Diagram  of  MLL  models  for MDA  and  EMC  given  in the present  paper.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Fig. 3 Some  normalized  samples  that  are  used  in our  numerical

database.  (a) Neutral  (b) Happiness  (c) Anger  Cd) Fear  (e) Disgustexperiments
 from the Cohn-Kanade

(f) Sadness and  (g) Surprise.

3 NumericalExperiments
  Wle will  focus our  experirnents  on  the  comparison  between  the performanc:e  of  EMC  and  MDA  on  facial
expression  recegnition.  Especially, their  abilities  against  over-fitting  will  be discussed. We  form  a  sub-database

of  sample  images  from  Cohn-Kanadc  Database  [9] fbr further recognition,  which  has 391 images  from 71
subjects  we  have  selected,  For any  subject,  we  have at  most  one  image  for one  facial expressioil,  All imagcs
are  normalized  in eye  and  nose-tip  positions  and  resized  to 7ex8e  pixels, Dnta  vec:tors  are  further nermalized
to have unit  lengths. Each  time we  randornly  c:hoose  N  images  from  the sub-database  as  the training set  and

use  all  images  left fbr validation.  Five difit]rent rnetrics  wil]  be investigated, which  are  L2(Euclidian), Cosine,
},Iahalaiiobis IJ2, A,lahalanobis Ll, and  Mahalanobis  Cosine. Details for the defuiitioii of  t,hose distance metrics
could  be found  in ReL[8]. In Fig.3, we  shown  seme  image  samples  from  the  Cohn-Kanade  database  for each
facial expressiori.
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Tabel 1 Comparison  of  recognition  accuracy  between MDA  and  EMC  on  the Cohn-Kanade

Different metrics  have been used.

Database.

[ftainning

  Size L2
         EMC

Cosine MahL2  MahLl  MahCosL2
         MDA
Cosine MahL2  MahLl  MahCos

10012014016018020022066.32  59.45

66.05  59.41
64.94  61.35

66.23 58.87
65.40 68.24

63.87 66,49

68.42 68,42

62.2063,8460.5664.9467.3066.4970.7661.8663.8460.5668.8368.2565.9771.9362.5461.2564.9465.3772.9168.0666.6762.54 57.04

59.78 55.72
63,75 60.16

71.43  60,11
64,45 59.72

69.11  65,45
66.08 57,31

58.4253,1456.1868.4058.2956.0254.9759.1153.1458.1766.6759.7154.9759.6555.3349.4550.2059.7456.4060.2160.23

Tabel 2 Comparison  of  recognition  accuracy  between MDA

mixed  Database, Different metrics  haye been used.

and  EMC  on  the  JAFFE  and  FEEDTUM-

[[leainning

  Size L2

         EMC

Cosine MahL2  MahLl  MahCosL2

         MDA

Cosine MahL2  MahLl  MahCos

6070809039.60 35.64
53.85 53.85

51.85  44.44

60.56  56.34

43.5652.7548,1553.5240.5952.7545.6854.9350.5054.9548.1556.3446.53  49.50

54.95  54.95
49,38 48.15

54.93 53.52

43.5645.0545.6853.5244.5547.2548.1549.3047,5246,1550.6253.52

   We  first list recognition  accuracy  rc  on  the testing data  under  different training size  N  that we  have  tested

in Table 1. We  emphasize  that  sizes  of  all training  datasets are  small  in the  meaning  of  achieving  robust

facial expression  recognition,  therefore randomly  selected  training  samples  are  biased in data  distribution.

Robustness  against  overfitting  caused  by  this bias is a  major  topic in this  paper. Wt] find that  EMC  shows

better results  than  MDA  f6r a!most  all  case  due to its better robustness  against  over-fitting.  Especially, for a

smaller  size  of  traing  set,  EMC  outperforms  MDA.  We  have  also  tested other  databases, such  as  JAFFE  [11]
and  FEEDTUM  [12]. The results  given in Table.2 show  similiar  trends in the relative  performance  of  EMC
and  MDA.  Since both  of  these  two  databases have  less subjects  than  that  in the  Cohn-kanade  database, we

think that results  on  Cohn-Kanade  database are  more  reliable,

   FNirthermore, if we  show  the  tepmost  two  components  of  projected t-raining data  from  both  EMC  and  MDA

in Fig.4, it is easy  to see  that even  for the largest training dataset, training  data projectecl  by MDA  are  heavily

over-fitted.  All data  of  the  same  class  are  clustered  into one  point  in MDA,  which  means  the covariance  model

in MDA  has a  much  higher degree of  freedom  than  required.  Due  to  the  possiblitiy of  over-fitting,  we  could

consider  that in MDA,  the strength  in minimizing  wTSww  is much  stronger  than  that in maximizing  wTSBw,

which  is considered  to cause  the  singularity  in projected data. In EMC,  the  strength  of  wTSww  is bounded.
Therefore, it intends to focus on  maximizing  wTSBw,  i.e., the  distance between  different clusters,  which  is

thought  to  be more  important  in eMcient  classification.

   In general, we  consider  imprevements  by  increasing the  complexity  of  a  rnathematical  medel  so  that  it can

deal with  complex  data structures.  For tasks such  as  text recognition,  a  large database is possible  alld the

groudtruth  is trustable. In those cases,  a  model  with  higher degree of  freedem  such  as  HDA  will  fit the  complex

data  better and  enhance  the di$crimination ability  of model,  which  will  improve  the  overall  performance,

   However,  for facial expression  recognition,  we  still lack a  large public database  for unbiased  training due  to

dificulties from both the various  persenal diffeTence and  the evaluation  of  groundtruth,  which  callses  the  stong

database-dependency of  training  results  in recognition  performance. In this case,  training  is usually  performed
on  a  small  database  where  the over-fitting  might  occur,  and  the factor that  affects  the performance  most  is the

robustness  against  over-fitting.  In the present  paper, we  argue  that  this kind of  robustness  could  be  achieved

by  reducing  the degree of  freedom, Thc  reason  fbr EMC  ourperforming  MDA  in dealing with  facial expression

recognition  is that  EMC  has a  lower degree of  freedom  and  thus  is more  robust  against  over-fitting,

4 Conclusions
   In this  paper, we  focused on  the  comparison  between  MDA  amd  EMC  in both  their mathematical  meanings

and  their recognition  performances  of facial expressions.  We  proposed  a  new  maximuTn  log-likehood based

model  for both  MDA  and  EMC.  We  further use  this rnodel  to explain  their difference in robustness  against

over-fittitig. Althongh  many  improvenients for pattern recognition  focus on  increasing the degree of  freedom in
modelling  the  data  to achieve  better fitting, we  conclude  that for image  recognition  where  the dimer}sionality
i$ much  larger than  the size  of  database, higher degree of  freedom  might  cause  over-fitting,  Therefore, a
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model  with  !ower degree of  freedom  might  perform  better, just as  Fisher recommended  in Ref. [13] to  use

same  covariance  even  for heteroscedastic data. Due  to this reason,  we  explained  that EMC  was  reported  to
outperform  MDA  in facial expression  recognition  because EMC  has a  lower degree of  freedom  than  MDA  which

helps to prevent the occurrence  of over-fitting, By  making  experiments  on  the Cohn-Kanade  database, the
mixtured  Jaffe and  FEEDTUM  database under  different metrics,  we  verify  that EMC  is more  robust  than

MDA  in dealing with  biased training datasets for accurate  fhcial expression  Tecognition.

                EMC
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Fig. 4 Projected training  data with  sample  size  220 from the Cohn-Kanade Database.
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